Provider Coalition

What are your immediate thoughts?

- Training program remarkable – Motivational Interviewing tremendous progress
- Provider’s coalition
- Co-occurring has manifested
- Co-occurring Steering Committee built relationships, eased transition

What questions do you have?

- More about defining CSA – geographic areas defined
- Nervousness occasions were regionalized before very cumbersome – had to – clients had to
- Half Moon Bay – underserved in past. Have recovery, mental health, and AOD all together, same day service very exciting to me.
- OMG! Another initiative.
- Past regions – different depending on who leads them. Really hard to be equitable.
- Budget cuts happen, how do we account for that?
- What is the problem you are trying to solve? How does this impact contractors?
- Where are all the other pieces? Where do employ, housing, etc., fit in?
- How/when gate keeping going to occur?
- What kind of a manager are you looking for?
- How would primary care integrate with this?
- Are you anticipating contractors would do business at one location?
- What is the timeline for implementation?
- Provider driven or department driven?
- What is role of providers?
- Do we anticipate more being served under this model?
- What would happen to our agencies?
- Future funding?
- Practice requirement to comply with certain practice models for providers.

Is anything missing?

- Greater articulation about primary health
- Healthcare reform
- Without healthcare reform
What are two essential elements that would ensure the success of this proposal?

- Include providers at the table for planning
- Examine barriers to access
- Consistency throughout communities
- Vision to practice
- Everyone takes on as own – bought into it
- Manager in community – authority to make decisions
- Majority of services not provided there at physical site